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News Videos Cyclopedia Videos To start the video player click on the
Media icon (it looks like a media player) in the upper right hand corner of
the screen, then start playing the video by clicking on the window that

appears. Fun Facts The original MSN Video included the What's New after
the title, though this was removed in the upgrade to Windows Live Video

Chat (WWV) and replaced with a link to the Contact Us form for video
chat support. The original MSN Video included a link to the Contacts Us

page for chat support. The link was removed in the upgrade to WWV. The
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default video quality for chat was always set to Standard when it was
first added. Chat support for Windows Live Messenger was added in

October 2004. In July 2006, messages were hidden to prevent trolls from
abusing the system. Since May 2007, chat messages are one of the very

first things a person sees when they get on MSN Video. Users who are
able to see a chat window can hit the "Read chat" button to instantly

view the latest messages. There were times when the system appeared
to be frozen, making the connection appear to be taking place but no one
was actually on the other end of the video. This happened most often on
weekends. The issue was fixed in the next working day. On the Privacy
page, the user could disable third party cookies, which allowed the user

to see video with the lower third party cookie setting. On the Privacy
page, MSN Video removed the controversial "Pseudo-One-Way Window".

When users joined a MSN Video conversation, the MSN Video system
would calculate the first second of video and display a red band over the

users video feed until the video was shown. In July 2007, MSN Video
made the video dark. In January 2009, MSN Video added video chat

support for Windows Live Messenger. In August 2009, MSN Video made
the video green. In January 2010, MSN Video added support for MMS. In
February 2010, MSN Video eliminated the extremely dark video stream.

In May 2010, users were allowed to upload and embed their own webcam
into the video and have it shown over the video feed. In June 2010, MSN

Video added video chat support for Windows Live Messenger. In
November 2010 c6a93da74d
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